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 Which connectivity option is best for my IoT project? 

 IoT connectivity, essentially how an IoT device or sensor transmits data from the device to the IoT platform where it is 
analyzed, is critical to an IoT project. Each IoT project is unique and has specific requirements that relate to the use case 
and the enterprise's needs, but the various connectivity technologies each have benefits and challenges. 

Commercial cellular networks integrating generational cellular technology standards such as 2G (GPRS and CDMA 1X), 
3G, 4G (LTE), and 5G offer long-range wireless connectivity. Cellular IoT connectivity offers wide area coverage and  
a range of price points. 5G networks offer higher bandwidth and data speeds and lower latency than previous  
cellular generations. 

Most mobile operators also offer licensed low-power wide area networks (LPWANs) as well. NB-IoT and LTE-M 
connectivity create a feasible pathway to eventual 5G-based IoT. Both technologies are standardized through the  
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and are designed for IoT deployments. LTE-M offers data rates of 4Mbps, 
while NB-IoT offers 127Kbps data rates in a 200KHz band and is best for stationary assets. LTE-M and NB-IoT are  
secure, operator managed in licensed spectrum, and designed for IoT applications that are low cost and use low  
data rates.  

In addition, unlicensed LPWANs use technologies such as LoRa, Sigfox, and MYTHINGS that rely on unlicensed spectrum. 
Another connectivity option is short-range technologies such as mesh networking including Zigbee, Z-Wave, and Thread; 
radio frequency identification (RFID); Wi-Fi; and Bluetooth. The best connectivity option for an IoT project generally 
depends on available spectrum, use case and requirements, budget, and other factors.  

  

IoT connectivity is a crucial element to any IoT project. Cellular connectivity brings many 
advantages to an IoT deployment, including wide area coverage, reliability, and the  
IoT-specific features of 5G technology. 
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 What are the top use cases around cellular-connected IoT? 

 IDC's 2021 U.S. IoT Decision Maker Survey found that the two most popular use cases for IoT technology are employee-
centric and building-centric use cases. A connected workforce and worker safety are two employee-oriented use cases 
where cellular connectivity is critical. Monitoring critical systems, including facility security, and monitoring the presence 
of smoke, fire, or water are building-centric use cases where cellular connectivity comes into play.  

Cellular-based IoT is often used for fleet management, telematics, industrial and consumer use cases, asset management,  
and connected cars. Many legacy 2G and 3G IoT connections involve automotive services such as OnStar emergency and 
navigation services as well as utility and critical infrastructure applications such as smart metering. 4G cellular IoT networks are 
implemented for asset tracking, telematics, logistics, wearables, and in-home use cases. LTE networks are also being used for 
drone connectivity. In addition, cellular can be enabled as a network backup to ensure there are no lapses in connectivity. 

As 5G networks continue to roll out and densify, more public safety and smart city use cases, especially those involving 
video, will continue to emerge. 5G IoT connectivity will also find use cases in connected vehicles, AR/VR, robotics, video 
analytics, drones, and deployments requiring massive sensor and device connections across numerous vertical markets. 
5G is expected to play a large role in manufacturing with IoT use cases around maintenance and device life-cycle 
management, industrial automation, remote monitoring of production assets, and AR/VR for repairs. Additional 
advanced use cases for 5G include traffic safety and control, smart grid automation, autonomous vehicles, collaborative 
robotics, and medical applications. 

 What are the benefits and challenges of a hybrid connectivity solution? 

 Short-range wireless IoT access options have limited coverage areas and lack a way to connect to cloud services without 
some form of gateway device or router. However, short-range technologies can be effective when used with cellular 
connectivity in a hybrid wireless short-range and wide area connectivity solution. 

Numerous markets — including smart cities, smart agriculture, building management, electric metering, and asset 
tracking — are looking to emerging connectivity solutions that combine the ultra–low power capabilities of Bluetooth LE 
and other short-range options with long-range cellular networks. For example, smart city applications use cellular 
networks for commands and reporting through messages to local control hubs, and city lighting systems use mesh 
technology for control and feedback based on those commands. Oil and gas operations include numerous small 
industrial subdomains under one umbrella. A large oil and gas plant can gather sensor data within a subdomain using 
short-range connectivity as well as connect that data via cellular backhaul across the plant to specific areas or IoT 
platforms. Supply chain is another good example where a short-range technology can be used for asset tracking in a 
warehouse; then a long-range technology is required to track the goods once they are shipped. 

The use of Bluetooth combined with new low-power cellular IoT technology has proven to be an effective hybrid solution. 
New gateway products are combining cellular IoT and Bluetooth modules to allow more flexibility in deployments. 
However, keeping a deployment as simple as possible keeps costs low. While the technology for hybrid short-range and 
cellular IoT projects is available, the added complexity often pushes costs higher than those of a single connectivity option. 
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 How can I future proof my solution now to be ready for 5G? 

 Tier 1 mobile operators have sunset plans for their 2G and 3G networks. This means enterprise customers must transfer 
their IoT devices on those networks to 4G and 5G services, which are more prominently in use and have a longer life cycle. 
5G networks are still being built out and will be in use for the foreseeable future. In addition, many IoT deployments using 
2G/3G networks will be transitioned to either NB-IoT or LTE-M, which coexist with 4G and 5G cellular networks, and will 
transition well to 5G LPWANs. 

Future proofing for 5G is important because the latest 5G standards enable features specifically targeted at complex  
IoT deployments. 5G Release 16 features that are beneficial to IoT include the following: ultra-reliable low-latency 
communications (URLLC), which offers guaranteed levels of reliability (99.9999%); massive IoT, which allows 5G networks 
to connect 1 million devices per square kilometer; and enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), enabling data transmission 
at speeds of up to 20Gbps in specific circumstances. 5G networks also offer enhanced positioning and device location to 
discover and locate devices and vehicles more accurately. 

In addition, many IoT deployments can benefit from the power of mobile private networks. Mobile private networks 
provide dedicated connectivity for a specific enterprise or customer and use licensed, unlicensed, or shared spectrum; 
dedicated infrastructure; and devices embedded with unique SIM identifiers. Mobile private networks can be integrated 
with IoT deployments and managed by mobile network operators. Private networks will become more prevalent with 5G 
technology, but many are being built now with LTE equipment that can be upgraded to 5G in the future. 

 How do I justify making the 5G investment today if 4G technology is suitable 
for now? 

 Many enterprises are justifying 5G investments today to ensure future readiness and increase standardization.  
IDC predicts that U.S. 5G IoT connections will increase from 800,000 in 2020 to 143.4 million in 2025, growing at a CAGR 
of 181.6%. Industry 4.0 use cases will see some of the fastest value propositions for 5G IoT connectivity.  

But even as 5G use grows, 4G will continue to exist and provide extensive coverage. IoT applications that require  
low-power, wide area coverage will still rely on 4G technology over the next few years. The rollout of 5G technology is 
happening in waves, with new standards bringing new features in a phased approach, not all at once. Because many IoT 
deployments can benefit from 5G, which will be in use for years to come, it is important to have a road map in place to 
transition to 5G technology when it best meets an enterprise's IoT budget and requirements. 

If your IoT road map includes 5G technology because of its many benefits, it's best to make investments in a timely manner 
to increase ROI and achieve the most needed use cases as quickly as possible, further benefiting overall cost efficiencies and 
productivity. Mobile network operators with strong 5G coverage and reliable networks make the best partners. 
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MESSAGE FROM THE SPONSOR 

T-Mobile for Business is a leader in the 5G charge with a network built from the ground up for the next wave of 
innovation. We have businesses of all sizes ready for the future of wireless and provide faster, more reliable 
connectivity for the mobile workforce. T-Mobile for Business is committed to helping you move your business forward 
with products and services that close the digital divide and enhance your workforce – all with the dedicated, award-
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